Name______________________
Band Concert Evaluation

Circle the boxes/numbers that apply to you.
Attendance

A
Yes, I was there

On-time

20
I came to warm-up on
time and in my seat
when warm-up
started, or was
excused
30
I wore long black
pants, black socks,
black shoes,
and a tucked in polo
30
I sat quietly during
the entire warm-up

Uniform

Behavior and
focus during the
warm-up
Behavior and
focus during the
concert

20
I was a perfect
audience member

B
I was not there, but
my parents
contacted my
director
10
I came just after my
director started

C
I did not show up and no one
has contacted my director. I will
get a 0/100 for concert
participation
5
I was more than 5 minutes late
to my seat

20
I was missing one of
those items (ex. I had
to be told to tuck in
my shirt)
20
I talked a little during
the warm-up

10
I was missing more than one of
those items or had to be told
multiple times to tuck in my shirt

10
I talked a little during
the other group’s
performance

10
Not only did I talk a little, I got a
verbal reminder from my
director
5
Not only did I talk a little, I
received a verbal reminder from
my director

Total out of 100_____________

Turn over for concert evaluation….

Concert Reflection (20 points) (use the back of this sheet if needed):
Give at least 3 complete sentences per question!

1) Critique one piece that you performed at the concert and give at least three musical
terms (phrasing, dynamics, tempo, articulation, etc..) describing what your band did well
on.

2) Critique another piece (different from above) that you performed at the concert and give
three musical terms describing what your band could improve on. Give specific
measures relating to these terms.

3) Describe how you prepared for this concert.

4) If you could change one thing about how you prepared for this concert, what would it be?
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